
Yes , I'm sorry for the confuse of my words. They can't reach to express what I'm thinking, because I'm not English native speaker. So I'll try to explain it. Its about both thinks.

Hypersharing: I was thinking in that therm, but could be another name to express a new way to share.
Broadcasting:
Desktop Capture + save local or/and remote to a video channel in real time. Yes, could be good for live tutorials, etc

MetaChanneling:
Ability to spray instantly the contribution of a user to the content of a channel into other with similar category via TagManiac where other similar content channel owner can accept the content of the first one.

TagManiac:
 
A web page tool, a kind of search engine, a search list of selectable (federable) hashtags (#SexyTags) content categories and related channel infos that help to the users and channel "owners" to find and to share, federating their content under a shared #SexyTag used by similar media content groups, helping when users need to federate (categorize) a new contribution. 
A good point is that could be possible to see hyperportals, live feeded by those who are federated to that category. Finding media will be easier using Metaverso, that is the tittle of the contribution.
Wiki, Q&A, rss, are pretty nice tools to round the circle of related information. A free Q&A service is available at http:www.shapado.com under AGPL, source code available.


mediagoblin                                   Search BY:                     3D   -   Sound   -   Images   -   Video  -  #channel ( Sexy Tag)
tagmaniac                         |#Mistery    |   
                                                                                                                                     
Showing 5 channel federated to #Mistery    WIKI            TYPE          BROADCASTING     USERS RATE        METAVERSO                                     VIEWERS      
Double Click to Enter                                      _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
#Misterytv                 ENG-SP       NO                WebTV                 #LIVE NOW                          5/5                 LAKE NESS MONSTER                                              512

#HorrorChannel        ENG         YES                  Img                            NO                                  5/5                 Terrorific Photo Album                                               5
                                                                                                          Collection

#3DCoffins                  ENG         YES            Comercial               Static Video                       2/5                 CAD/CAM 3D Motorcycle Coffins Fuel Tanks        1

#Psycophonies          ENG         YES           Audio/Video              #PodCast                          5/5                 Ultimate Psycophonies Podcast                           512

#HollowEarth               DE               YES           Free Books                    NO                                  5/5                 Hollow Earth Free Books Library                           512

Showing 5 channel federated to #Mistery
Click to select__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                                                                                                                 You can search by media type , by #channel, by Q&A,and by metaverso. 
WIKI/Q&A       searchtips 
Note: We  have a WIKI/Q&A service                                 SEARCH IN WIKI/Q&A:                                                        SEARCH BY METAVERSO
so your question will   help to                                        Have a question, type it here:                                            TYPE YOUR METAVERSO * Use common Sense           
find   information:                                                                            
| #YourChannel/Wiki/Q&A   |                                         | How to do an exorcism  ?    |                    SEARCH                          | Hollow Earth   |                        SEARCH                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                           | 1 result in #vaticanfileschannel/q&a   |                            | 1 result in #HollowEarth        |
                                                                                                   How to do an exorcism                                                   Hollow Earth Free Books Library
                                                                   
 Click results to go

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 - CLOSE
mediagoblin                
tagmaniac                                           submit form


               1             2                  3
Your Channel                        Own Channel ?           No own channel. Federate and share                                 UPLOAD
| #MyChannel    |                      Federate to:               your contribution to:                                                         |oldcastle.jpg|           
                                                                                                                                                        
 Federate my Channel to              | #Mystery    |                   | #HorrorChannel    |       SHARE                                                        TYPE YOUR METAVERSO * Use common Sense
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        [ OLD CASTLE SHADOW PHANTOM ] 
                                                                                                        Note: Doing so your content             
                                                                                                        will    be   sprayed    trought  | #HorrorChannel     |                     FEDERATING TO: | #HorrorChannel    | 
                                                                                                        Type or Click over the channel for selection.                
 Local Search  Box                                                                                                                                                                                    CONFIRM
_Horror ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                         Thanks: Helping categorizing Mediagoblin.

                                                                                   SOME TIPS  .  If you want to create your own channel be sure your #sexytag
                                                                                                          is significative with the content. For example by choosing a good
     If you don't have a channel                                                          name for your channel and then federate to the #Mystery category
       you can submit your media to:                                                   i.e.    #TheThirdPlanet our channel wil be dedicated to share
          #MediagoblinOpenChannels                                                    media about that mystery in concrete. 
             previous aceptation from                                                                                              
               the channel owner.                                                            METAVERSO.  It just represent the title of your contribution.
                 See how                                                                         Choosing a good title is better than conventional tags. So, imaging
                                    V                                                                  we're going to share a video to our channel. 
                                                                                                          
                                                                                                         Title could be:
      mediagoblin                                                                    The dawn of the third planet.
      tagmaniac                                                                     
                                                                                                          Better to use a metaverso where those words born
                                                                                                          on a natural semantic structure with it's  own selfmeaning. Just the title is good for us.
                                                                                                          Avoid type of file in the tittle, date, and things like that.
                                                                                                          The file type can be detected by mediagoblin upload manager, where you can report, date,
                                                                                                          language, parts, and licences.
                                                                                                          
                                                                                                          Because we are very interested in to share and document our material and 
                                                                                                          experiences, our channel will be sharing video that can be watched at #Mystery channel
                                                                                                          A colaborative hyperportal supported by #FederatedServers. Where you can see alll
                                                                                                          mystery videos in a row as a colaborative interactive playlist. 
                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                          However because we are very very interested in the general mystery issue we are maintaining
                                                                                                          a   #mystery/wiki  where anyone can colaborate actively. Better to comment our videos
                                                                                                          is to colaborate with active contributions. So we have comments off. However we use wiki
                                                                                                          and #Mystery/rss  and #Mystery/q&a as a way to share video translations, articles, etc, better
                                                                                                          than the nasty comments. Also we have the capability to give users an active way to contribute
                                                                                                          actively by rating videos, audio,  articles,  quality, readability, etc. improving feedback to the
                                                                                                          category channel.

                                                                                                          In the near future users can translate fragments of media in real time,  just watching the video they want,
                                                                                                          and reporting their traslations, in real time. That's the use we like for comments. For example in
                                                                                                          our video we receive this comment:  ENGLISH-SPANISH 00:39 sec to 00:41 The Dawn of the Third Planet - El Renacer
                                                                                                          del Tercer Planeta, one of our dear users is reporting  a translation of a part. With a collection
                                                                                                          of short contributions we can reach to translate the totally of the video without giant efforts.
                                                                                                          
                                                                                                          

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Want to federate a server









